Causes, Predictors, and Trends of Unplanned Readmissions after Elective Endovascular Embolization of Cerebral Aneurysms.
30- and 90-day readmissions (dRA) are being increasingly scrutinized as quality metrics for hospital and provider performances. Little information regarding risk factors for readmission after elective endovascular treatment (EVT) of an unruptured cerebral aneurysm (UCA) is available. The Nationwide Readmissions Database was used to identify patients who underwent elective endovascular embolization of an unruptured aneurysm between 2010 and 2014. The primary outcomes of interest were unplanned readmissions occurring within 30 or 90 days of discharge. Binary logistic regressions were used to identify variables related to patients' demographics, comorbidities, and index hospital admission that were associated with 30dRA and 90dRA. A total of 8588 patients met the inclusion criteria for 30dRA analysis and 7289 patients were eligible for 90dRA analysis. The 5-year 30dRA and 90dRA readmission rates were 7.1% and 13.5%, respectively. The annual incidences of 30dRAs and 90dRAs between 2010 and 2014 decreased significantly (pooled odds ratio (OR) for 30dRA: .874, 95% confidence interval (CI) .765-.998; pooled OR for 90dRA: .841, 95% CI .755-.938). Patients in higher income quartiles experienced decreased odds of 30dRA and 90dRA. Nonroutine disposition following the index admission and greater comorbidity burdens were associated with higher likelihoods of both 30dRA and 90dRA. The presence of pulmonary or cardiac complications was associated with increased odds of 90dRA. Readmission rates after elective EVT of UCAs decreased between 2010 and 2014. We identified several novel risk factors for both 30dRAs and 90dRAs that can be used to identify patients who are at highest risk of readmission.